CP PLUS EzyKam now works with Ok-Google & Alexa too
An instigator for introducing new technologies to the Indian market, a well-trusted brand with
quite a deep understanding and know-how of the security and surveillance needs of the current
time, CP PLUS stands un-rivaled when it comes to conceptualizing best-suited and customized
solutions for the troubles of corporates and public enterprises as well as educational institutes
and entire smart cities. Keeping in mind that security is the most integral in the making of a safe
home, CP PLUS has launched a multitude of smart home solutions to provide effective
surveillance and security to homes in every corner of the world.
A high-definition, Ok-Google & Alexa-enabled, plug & play Wi-Fi camera by the name of
EzyKam launched by CP PLUS has become the most advantageous solution for effective
security, enabling the proficiency in surveillance that has been lacking for decades.
CP PLUS, a preferred security brand globally, has introduced this highly reliable, Ok-Google &
Alexa-enabled plug & play Wi-Fi camera to bring ease and comfort to your life with a sense of
security you can truly rely upon. It is perfect for home, office, or shop as EzyKam comes with
superior features like two-way communication, cloud monitoring, face recognition, mobile
surveillance, remote monitoring, etc and can be operated through both Ok-Google & Alexa.
With EzyKam, Better and Smarter Surveillance has now become Easier as well as
Economical too
As the world is constantly moving forward, it is time to leave behind certain tangles of the past.
In this time of wifi, why do we even need wires anymore? Going wireless while still maintaining
all the smart features of a modern surveillance solution had become a prerequisite of growth for
CP PLUS.
The R&D department of India’s leading security and surveillance brand has focused on this
technology diligently to make surveillance for you easier and seamless. The EzyKam wifi-based
wireless surveillance is a must for each of your properties because going wireless also prevents
any loss of the video or any loss of data that used to emerge out of wire malfunctions before.
This easy-to-use plug-and-play solution with mobile alert takes no time to set up due to its 3step easy installation and rids you of cable tangles while providing a long range of wifi reach.
The products used in this wireless surveillance kit have brought forth a superior image quality to
your surveillance system which lets you see a recorded video or captured image in great detail
focusing on every minute aspect of the image. The dome cameras in this super proficient
surveillance kit have also been produced to record audio in the areas they cover for effective,
comprehensive surveillance.
The EzyKam is being used widely also because of the motion detection technology that has
been integrated into it. With the help of algorithms, this technology enables you to detect targets

and then even track their movement automatically and also showcases every minute detail of
the target on your screen. This motion detection technology can be used at a number of places,
ranging from traffic lights to factories and government offices. Along with that, one more superb
feature of EzyKam consists of highly effective facial recognition technology. The most advanced
artificial intelligence-enabled tools designed by CP PLUS make EzyKam stand unrivaled.
Surveillance has been made easier with this marvelous solution not just because it is wifienabled but also because it provides you with a clear video stream at incredibly reduced
bandwidth with higher storage capacity.

